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should be compared with the account given in the Life of Edward II ascribed
to the Honk of Malmesbury in tho Rolls series. The latter attributes
tho origin of the disturbance to a dispute between the commonalty and
fourteen of the principal burgesses about port and market dues ; but as
he calls Bartholomew of Badlesmere procurator totiits negotii, there is
no difficulty in reconciling with the Monk's account the entries in the
Patent Rolls, where the quarrel is represented as one between Bartholo-
mew of Badlesmere, the keeper of the castle, and the commonalty of
Bristol. Tho Patent Rolls contain very interesting details of the
resistance of the town to the sheriff ' with the great jx>s«e of the county,'
and of the measures taken by the townspeople to besiege the castle (pp. 60,
489).

The question of the Gloucester inheritance had not yet led to an open
quarrel-'-the heirs having decided to leave the lands in the king's custody
till Christmas 1817, or longer if no partition had been agreed to by that
date (p. 66G). But the rebellion of Llewelyn Bren had already given
trouble in the Gloucester estates in South Wales. As early as 1 Dec.
1815 an order was issued, ' by the good advice of tho king's lieges of
those parts,' for the garrisoning and provisioning of the castles of Cardiff
and the neighbourhood. On 7 Feb. 1816 ' the men of South Wales and
West Wales who have offered to go at their own expense against
Llewellyn Bren and his accomplices until Easter' were assured that
their service should not be to the prejudice of them or their heirs (p. 483).
The grants of redress of grievances hastily issued on the same day by the
king and parliament at Lincoln, in answer to tho petitions of the men of
South and West Wales and North Wales, were doubtless an attempt to
check the spread of the rebellion. No mean?, however, were provided by
whioh these reforms should be carried out; and the revolt of Llewelyn
Bren, originating from purely personal motives, seems to have had no
beneficial result even indirectly, save only the example of his own
courageous self-surrender: Ego me tradain pro toto populo: melius cat
enim ut unua moriatur quain tota gciu cxulct vcl gladio pcrimatur.1

A. G. LITTLE.

Dal Comune alia Signoria: Saygio tsul Govcrno di Taddeo Pcpoli in
Bologmi. (Bologna : N. Zanichelli. 1807.)

Tins volume is the apologia not only of Taddeo Pepoli but of urban
despotism in the fourteenth century. Republican government fell earlier
at Bologna than at Florence only because tho Guelfs and Ghibellines were
more evenly divided, because the upper bourgeoisie did not gain so
complete a victory, because both in foreign and civil war parties looked
to tho capable, if unruly, nobles as their leaders. The more prosperous
became the town tho more eager was the craving for peace. Political
indifferentism displayed itself in the decline of the larger councils both in
the communal constitution and in the trade guilds. In the council of
four thousand at Bologna the attendance shrank to two or three hundred.
Power was entrusted both in the republic and the trades to smaller bodies,
sometimes to the council of credenza, or the executive officials, some-

1 Chronicles, Edtcard I and II, ii. 217.
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times to a bulia unknown to the normal constitution. The leading party
more easily dominated these smaller bodies; shifting oligarchies were but
tlio half-way house to more permanent despotisms. There was a general
foeling that peace could only be won by tbo concentration of authority in
n single hand. As an oligarchy is based on wealth it was only natural
that it should become merged in the sway of the wealthiest family. The
Pepoli were bankers, reputed to bo the wealthiest house not only at
Bologna but in Italy. Their riches and wide connexions marked them
out, as afterwards the Medici, as the natural sovereigns of their town.

Dictatorship was no new thing at Bologna. Bolandino dei Fasseggeri
had been virtually a despot. Taddeo Pepoli's father, Borneo, had a short
lease of power. The legate Bertrand du Poyet had developed from a peace-
giver into a tyrant; his expulsion was due perhaps less to his tyranny than
to his tonsure and his foreign birth. The collapse of the serious attempt
to restore order by republican machinery rendered a native despotism
inevitable. The foreign podeskl could but be the tool of the dominant
party which appointed the officials who examined his conduct at the close
of office. The Anziani della Colomba in vain converted their olive branch
into a rod. Interest was attaching itself not to the municipal palace nor
the halls of the arts, but to the individuals who led the two chief family
factions, the Gozzadini and the Pepoli. A chance tumult, a little more
serious than usual, led to the expulsion of the Oozzadini: the despotism
of Taddeo Pepoli was the direct or indirect consequence. The author
defends Taddeo from the charge of provoking the final conflict, in
which, indeed, he appeared as a mediator. Nor was his despotism
the immediate result, for nearly two months expired before the blood-
less revolution which made Taddeo hereditary lord under the style of
conservator of peace and justice. In this the mercenary troops played
some little part, but it is probable that the magistracy, the Anziani,
connived at their own overthrow, and there is no question that the
genuine assent of the people was the real title by which Taddeo gained
and retained his power.

The foundation of a despotism did not, of course, imply the total over-
throw of the constitution. To the despot was transferred the authority
of the whole people, and he exercised this through the existing machinery.
Tho Anziani from being the supreme magistracy became an administra-
tive board under the presidency of the lord's vicar. The podestd was no
longer appointed by a committee elected by the Anziani, but was
dominated and salaried by Taddeo, who had become the fount of justice,
and who delegated to the podesUl his powers, civil and criminal, and the
prerogative of pardon. The occasional commissions of sapicntl, on whom
previously dictatorial powers had been conferred, were now merely the
lord's personal advisers, selected according to the character of the business.
The great council of four thousand continued to elect the officials of the
commune, but the register was under the lord's control and it had
divested itself of legislative authority. The old statute book was still
used, but Taddeo could constitutionally add or amend on his individual
authority. Yet all this might probably have availed the despot little
unless his power had insinuated itself within the trade corporations which
were really the foundation of the communql constitution. Taddeo'a e}e.c^ou
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would itself prove their political decadence, but the author well displays
the process by which the several trades gradually submit their juris-
diction and their legislative and administrative powers to the lord and his
vicar. The trades after all had the most direct interest in peace and
order; for them the despot was less a master than an arbitrator. In the
trading town it was natural enough that the despot should be not a noble
soldier but a banker and professor of law. Yet the lawyer could not be
an ' unarmed prophet;' he wielded absolute power over the mercenary
force which had superseded the famous societies of arms and arts.

Taddeo, though a man of peace, had a spirited foreign policy. His
aims were to restore the superiority of Bologna in Bomagna, and to aid
in preserving the balance of power among the greater Italian states. The
former brought him into collision with the lords of Ravenna and Forli;
the latter led him into the alliance of Venice, Florence, and the Visconti
against the Scaligers. With the decline of the great Veronese house the
Visconti became the dangerous power; Taddeo therefore allied himself
with Florence against Milan and Pisa, and his troops were involved in the
crushing defeat which the Florentines experienced in their attempt on
Lucca in 1841. Florence and Bologna, united as they were by close
commercial ties, were natural bulwarks against the advance of the
ambitious northern despots, but the sympathy which Taddeo accorded to
the fallen duke of Athens led to temporary coolness. When the grand
company swept through Italy Taddeo, as other powers, preferred black-
mail to defeat or plunder. His last act was a peace with Lucchino Visconti,
whose progress along the Via Emilia he had done much to check.

The relations of Taddeo with the papacy are a matter, perhaps, rather of
internal than of external politics. The author believes that the cause of
the pope's offence with Bologna was not so much the ignominious expulsion
of his legate, Bertrand du Poyet, as the conference of sovereignty upon
Taddeo. Weak as the Avignon papacy was, and faithful as the Bolognese
people to their chosen lord even in the face of interdict, the pope was able
to bring peculiar pressure to bear upon the university town. In vain
Taddeo removed the university to Castel San Pietro, beyond the range of
the interdict, and bound the professors not to desert Bologna. The
students sank to fifty, and now that Pisa, Perugia, Padua, and Pavia had
law schools of their own revival was more difficult. Hence, though
Taddeo was supported by the town in resistance to the conditions first
imposed, be preferred compromise to conflict, and his cause was pleaded
by the other Guelfic states, anxious to present a united front to Louis
of Bavaria. The papacy was content with a moderate tribute and the
nominal transference of sovereignty to the nuncio, who then appointed
Taddeo vicar. Thus, like other neighbour despots, Taddeo added a papal
title to the practical sovereignty which rested on acceptance by the people.

E. ABMSTBONG.

Calendar of Clou Bolls, Edward II, 1828-1827; Calendar of Close
Rolls, Edward III, 1880-1888 ; Calendar of Patent Rolls, Edward
III, 1888-1840. (London : H.M. Stationery Office. 1898.)

THBEE volumes of these indispensable calendars in one year marks a rate
of progress that speaks for itself, and the fact is the more remarkable
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